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The BBA Department of JIMS Engineering Management Technical Campus, Greater Noida 

organised an Alumni Guest Lecture on Thursday, 22nd February, 2021. Mr. Ankit Gothi, 

Alumnus 2016- 19 batch, Personal Banker, Barclays, was the resource person, he shared his 

experience and learnings at JIMS, he highlighted the points of his life where JIMS & its Faculty 

members helped him to groom and tackle the various difficulties that a student may face in his 

life. 

 



 

Dr. Shikha Jalota, Associate Professor, BBA welcomed the guest and thanked him for 

accepting the invitation. 

 

 

Mr. Gothi showed a lot of enthusiasm and expressed a heart felt gratitude towards JIMS and 

the faculty of BBA department for guiding him. He also expressed his guilt for missing out a 

few opportunities provided to him that could have taken him to another level of success in his 



career. He heartily accepted that he gained a lot from JIMS which he has further utilised in his 

job and leading successful corporate life. 

 

 

 

He further discussed his college journey and suggested all the do’s and don’ts to the students. 

He instructed all the students about his first year which was full of excitement and said that 

they need to be more careful and dedicated. He also talked about resume construction, how one 

can prepare resume in an impressive manner for the selection at various companies. He 

suggested to first year students to do every bit at their best which would prove to be fruitful 

later. 



 

He further emphasised on continuous improvement rather than expecting miraculous results at 

teenage. Reading motivational books, newspapers like Economic Times, investing in stock 

market, learning new things were the few tips that he gave to the students. He also gave some 

insights on the corporate life and its affairs and what all personality traits are needed. At the 

end he was feeling very nostalgic and thanked JIMS and faculty members again.  



 

 

Ms. Ekta Saraswat, Assistant Professor, BBA gave vote of thanks and expressed gratitude 

towards the guest for giving his valuable time to the students. Dr. Rashi Gupta, Assistant 

Professor, BBA coordinated for the event to be a success. Mr. Gothi answered all the queries 

raised by the studets. The lecture was highly informative, needed and interactive for all the 

students.  

 



 

 

 

 

 


